In 1882, an Indianapolis chemist noticed how clean and shiny his tarnished pot was after cooking rhubarb.
Using an active ingredient that’s found in the plant he formulated a talcum-smooth cleanser and sold it to
the city’s taverns. So pleased were his customers with how well it worked on bar fixtures, the product was
dubbed the “Bar Keepers Friend.”
The same non-bleach formula that put a shine to the brass rails of taverns at the turn of the century is used in
households today on stainless steel, porcelain and ceramic surfaces among many others.
Today, Bar Keepers Friend is still made in Indianapolis and contains no phosphates.

Cleaner

Coffee Maker
Cleaner, 12 oz. Liquid
11812

Coffee Maker
Descaler, 12 oz. Liquid
11816

6 per case
071618118128

6 per case
071618118166

(Bilingual Label)

(Bilingual Label)

Cleanser, 21 oz. Can
11514

Cleanser, 12 oz. Can
11554

12 per case
071618115141

8 per case
071618115196
(Bilingual Label)

Use Bar Keepers Friend ® in the Kitchen:
• Sinks — clean sinks made of porcelain, stainless steel or solid surfaces. Other cleansers containing
bleach are not recommended for stainless steel. BKF® is also recommended for sinks in bronze, brass
and copper.
• Faucets — clean faucets in chrome, brass and other finishes.
• Countertops — clean countertops made of laminate, composite and solid surfaces.
• Cooktops — clean and remove discolouration on glass and ceramic cooktops.
• Cookware — clean and shine pots and pans made of stainless steel and copper.
• Tile & Grout — clean porcelain and ceramic tile. Bar Keepers Friend® also cleans light coloured grout.
• Coffee Makers - clean coffee residues for better tasting coffee (cleaner); remove the scale so that
coffee brews better (descaler).

152

Soft Cleanser,
26 oz. Liquid
11637

Spray + Foam Cleaner,
25.4 oz. Liquid
11727

Cooktop Cleaner,
13 oz. Liquid
11613

Cookware Cleanser
& Polish, 12 oz. Can
11533

9 per case
071618116377

6 per case
071618117244

6 per case
071618116131

8 per case
071618115332

(Bilingual Label)

(Bilingual Label)
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(Bilingual Label)

